"Studies" is the right word for the books of 1974, just as "research" would be the wrong one. No one is turning up much in the way of new data, but everyone is shifting around the known counters and urging his views. There is much dispute about terms and emphasis, much synthesizing, consolidating, reconsidering, rehabilitating. One doesn't exactly want a new rush on the Public Record Office, but it would be nice to find out something really new about a major eighteenth-century writer or convention or literary practice. Many of these new books add to our awareness. Few add to our knowledge. Yet some are superb as works of art and thought, like the one with which I begin.
"What is known to be central to the experience of all readers deserves more attention than critics normally choose to devote to it." In his freedom from pedantry and every kind of littleness, in his unfailing instinct for central issues, he deserves to be called classical. He ends this way: "I think [Dryden's Fables] the finest poetic achievement in the century apart from Paradise Lost,"' and the reason he thinks so suggests the values of his own book: "In its variety, its comprehensiveness, and especially its humanity it is . . . almost free of connection with any century."
Miner uses almost 600 ample pages to enact his humane discriminations. William Myers, in Dryden (London: Hutchinson, 1973), uses fewer than 200, with the result that his synthesis is somewhat straitened and superficial. He focuses on Dryden's understanding of history and politics and on the way he learned to harmonize his "heroic" vision and technique with his "modern" political perceptions. Believing originally in Divine Right and God's visible presence in history, he came to grips finally with the realities of the new secularism, and, as Myers says, "had the task of integrating his faith in divine love and human goodness with a steady, thoroughly modern awareness of history's infinite capacity to violate every conceivable kind of value." Perhaps Myers' most interesting demonstrations are of Dryden's "mythical method," his skill at "manipulating a continuous parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity" which Eliot saw Joyce virtually discovering in Ulysses. Thus even the Aeneid translation glances at "Stuart craft and Stuart weakness." Myers' book is able and serious, but students seeking out his sources are going to be baffled at the card catalog by spellings like Thomas H. Fujimara and James M. Osborne. In Dryden's Classical Theory of Literature (Cambridge University Press, 1975) Edward Pechter elucidates the method and structure of Dryden's critical theory rather than its occasions. A "tranquil equilibrium" between "justness" and "liveliness" is the basis of Dryden's sense of art, and the relation between the two is not either / or but distinctly both / and. From this sense stems Dryden's instinct to compare without determining, as he tends to do with genres (epic, tragedy) and exemplary authors. The balancing act is not Christian, because it avoids hierarchies; nor is it proto-Hegelian, because it does not dialectically transcend one of the poles. It is rather, in Pechter's sense of the term, "classical," harmonizing variety, calmly welcoming alternatives, treasuring "cumulativeness. Rochester is "consistent" in a way Griffin's is not. Despite Vieth's firm attribution, Greene can't believe Rochester wrote "To the Postboy" because to do so he would have to imagine him treating his own libertinism with inconsistent contempt. Much of Greene's biographical interpretation rests on the poem "The History of Insipids," not by Rochester, as Frank H. Ellis has shown, but by Freke. When he does cite poems demonstrably by Rochester, Greene bowdlerizes, choosing the least inflammatory readings even when less authoritative and causa pudoris omitting whole stanzas, like the tenth of "The Maimed Debauchee." Greene's Rochester remains the old rake and party-goer, the standard "spoiled Puritan" rather than the literary intellectual revealed by Griffin. Greene's biography offers no reason to forsake Pinto's Enthusiast in Wit, despite all its faults, as the standard life.
Two books re-examine Restoration drama with a view to its defense. In Topics of Restoration Comedy (St. Martin's Press) Donald Bruce aspires to redeem Restoration comedy by showing it as "a debating comedy, and as morally purposeful within its debates." Treating characters like real people, he focuses on some of their topics of debate: city vs. country, the social status of wit, modishness vs. honor, plain-speaking vs. simulation, epicureanism and satiety, constancy and jealousy. But the argument is too, loosely organized and the book tries to do too many incompatible things. One chapter consists only of canned biographies of seven playwrights, while another discusses with sophistication and originality the influence on the plays of Creech's translation of Lucretius. A much more important book is Geoffrey Marshall's Restoration Serious Drama (University of Oklahoma Press, 1975), a sensitive, skeptical inquiry into the conventions of the heroic play and the adequacy of modern reasons for disdaining it. If we scorn the heroic drama, Marshall wants us to do so for the right reasons. Its use of the high style is not a good reason, for its speakers are high personages engaged in "epic" and dynastic actions. Its apparent mechanical adherence to love-honor conflicts is not a good reason, for on examination the conflicts prove more complex and multifold than that formula suggests. Its reliance on simile rather than metaphor is not a good reason, for its moral purposeserious and "humanistic," Marshall argues-requires its texture to be lucid and formal and "explicit." Instructed by Gombrich, Marshall perceives that our convention associating informality with verisimilitude has no universal validity and doubtless will strike future inquirers as one of our most ridiculous affectations. "Our decorum," Marshall says, "is different from Rymer's, but ours is every bit as pervasive and as profound to our daily and literary lives." The standards of consistency and verisimilitude we invoke to reject the heroic plays "are functions of one's standards of decorum, and not absolutes." And he goes on: "No one today would argue that our own comedy or serious drama is not highly ritualistic, even though we feel, or believe, or sense, or 'know,' that the characters are more 'real' or convincing than those in earlier drama. Theater of the absurd, musical comedy, kitchen-sink plays, rock operas, well-made plays, the nude drama, and the living theater-the names alone suggest the decorums of our day and suggest character types, probable situations, probable responses, probable sets, probable costumes, probable plots." If Marshall's theorizing is occasionally not subtle enough, he never evades the issues willfully, and granted its premises his argument is developed with unremitting intelligence and style. I don't think this book will restore heroic plays to popularity-although I don't know why people who dote on Puccini couldn't be brought to like Otway-but it should force facile contemners of the heroic play to re-examine and refine the rationale of their disgust.
If you want to rehabilitate a discredited body of literature from the past, the readiest way is simply to invest it with the values of the present. In recovering eighteenth-century poetry, for example, you assert that every detail coheres into an "organic unity." You find that its allusiveness-especially to Christian myth-gives it a powerful symbolic dimension anticipating the way of The Waste Land. You discover that like nineteenth-century and modern poetry it operates less through explicit utterance than through suggestion and evocativeness. In their attempt to assign heightened aesthetic, mythic, and moral value to eighteenth-century writings, critics like Maynard The trouble is, as Ehrenpreis says, that Augustan literature is generally explicit; that it utters wisdom with little need for competitive or reinforcing suggestiveness; and that the wisdom it utters it finds most often in commonplaces. Since we are naturally impatient with both didacticism and explicitness, we have to pervert the literature if we're going to take it to our bosoms or descant about it with an appropriate enthusiasm in classrooms. Thus, as Ehrenpreis excellently says, "Some friends of Augustan writing . . . have dwelled on the allusiveness, the indirection, the subversiveness of the authors. In poems that sound conventional they have heard iconoclasm. In plays that seem decadent they have found moral health. Poems that look rambling have been called in and issued with elegant forms." Ehrenpreis does all this with such Swiftian brio, such joyous exasperation, that he comes very close to constructing a satire disguised as a critical essay. The satire is on modern pride which imagines its temporary values as universal; on modern scholarly illiteracy, which finds Paradise Lost lurking beneath every eighteenthcentury poem because it hasn't enough Latin to read the Aeneid; and on modern moral pretentiousness, which finds Liberalism in Augustan writers or which associates itself with the current artistic and emotional prestige of Christian meaning, especially if such meaning can be detected in works which appear blasphemous or libertine. Ehrenpreis' tonic expose is finally a critique of the pathetic needs of the modern personality, which to sustain its faith in itself must resort to acts of "totalitarian analysis," reading modern values into places where they do not reside at all. "I believe," he says, "that some academic critics, in their obsession with coherence and unitydisguised as organic form-have produced a dogma as mischievous as the pseudo-Aristotelian rules." I think this gloriously retrograde essay, sparkling with good sense, is one of the most important utterances of modern literary scholarship. It is destined to be a focus of argument for decades.
A On every page he sparks off acute and suggestive points, like "the primal Augustan terror is that things will merge" or "almost all the leading writers seem to have been exiles or emigres, orphans or outcasts." Rogers perceives the uniqueness of eighteenth-century literary structures and notes the consequences for meaning of works being "assembled out of separable units." He perceives that for the eighteenth-century writer revision most often means that he will lengthen the work: "Nobody," he observes, "made a fetish of artistic economy." Rogers deals with so many authorseven John Toland is persuasively reconsidered-that his book can be used as a virtual handbook. And a trustworthy one: the scholarship, which is kept admirably unobtrusive, is solid and up-to-date. One hopes that some American university press will issue an edition here. discontinuities between genre and local texture more pronounced, Keener's insights grow less valuable, and before he is finished he commits himself to exactly the sort of views Ehrenpreis so acutely reprehends. For example, Keener seems to expect a sort of "organic" psychological consistency and coherence in the narrative of The Rape of the Lock. But actually the people are in the poem for the sake of the literary and moral satire, not the reverse; and the poem cannot be both a successful literary satire and a credible "novelistic" narrative with all elements exactly in place. In this respect it is like Gulliver's Travels. A similar anachronistic expectation of dramatic unity impels Keener to find an overwhelming problem in the Essay on Man: how can Pope address both Bolingbroke and "Presumptuous Man!" in the same poem, in one breath caressing the peer, in the next calumniating the "Vile worm!"? But the problem recedes to insignificance once we weigh accurately the constituent of satire in the poem and consider the accumulation of odds and ends generically characteristic of a satura. Pope invites into his proceedings whatever he conceives will operate to shame pride. The ideal that seems to lurk behind Keener's Essay on Man is the late-romantic poem, especially the dramatic monologue. Other problems sensed by this author likewise diminish once we overcome our anxiety over being denominated formalists and bring appropriate generic expectations to bear. Considering the Moral Essays, Keener sees it as a puzzling question "why in epistles designedly moral, in essays denominated 'Ethic,' a reader encounters so few characters who are good?" One answer is, Because they are satires.
Keener wants Pope to be attractively modern (to be "pluralistic" is a good thing), and finds it to his credit that "Pope came to incorporate more personal experience in his poems than had any English poet preceding him." That sounds a little like the old attempt to redeem Pope by finding pre-romantic stirrings in him. Directing attention to Pope's "modern" complexities, Keener attaches anachronistic attitudes to him. He wants Pope to be a pacifist, and he wants a man who after all was a proud landholder and improver of villa, garden, and grotto to feel guilty about acquiring private property.
In In Fearful Joy: Papers from the Thomas Gray Bicentenary Conference at Carleton University (McGill-Queen's University Press) James Downey and Ben Jones bring together fourteen essays, most of them delivered at the Carleton conference in 1971 on "Thomas Gray and the Humanist Tradition." The effect of the whole collection is greatly to complicate Gray, to emphasize the contradictions and paradoxes of his character and achievement, indeed to recover for him some most welcome humanity and dimension. Jean H. Hagstrum leads off with an acute, fully sympathetic inquiry into Gray's powerful but frustrated homoeroticism. Hagstrum stresses Gray's intensely passionate nature and points out that Bonstetten was merely the last in a series. What we must infer is that Gray's biography needs a fully modern rewriting: for all its solidity and perceptiveness, KettonCremer's life, although published only twenty years ago, now seems needlessly reticent. By implication Arthur Johnston's essay also challenges the received view of Gray as shy and fastidious and ineffectual, demonstrating Gray's boldness in language and metaphor and emphasizing his obsession with extravagant figures of quasi-military violence and defiance. As Roger Lonsdale says in his essay on "Gray and Johnson: The Biographical Problem," "Where we now may find restraints and inhibitions in Gray's poetry, his early readers found exhilirating verbal richness and powerful imaginative boldness."
PAUL F U SS E L L
Gray's anomalous situation in his time is clear from George Whalley's "Thomas Gray: A Quiet Hellenist," which focuses on Gray's "courage in facing a Latin world in a Greek spirit." No wonder Johnson, as Lonsdale points out, found the whole MasonWalpole-Gray circle supercilious, indeed hoity-toity. Donald Greene is not won over by the dictional extravagance of the Odes. In a fascinating essay he proposes that English poetry is unique in its intermittent "nostalgic" recourse to archaism, and he wishes that Gray had agreed more with Johnson and Wordsworth on the proper language of poetry. Essays by Irene Tayler and Ben Jones exploit the twenty-five plates of designs to Gray's poems by Bentley and Blake and point to Gray's complex suggestiveness for the illustrator. As Tayler says, "It is a measure of Gray's genius that he possessed the poetic density to provoke two such sets of illustrations-the one so resourcefully consonant with Gray's own tone and manner, the other so disruptively critical and passionately interpretive."
The standard Downey and Jones have maintained is high, and their volume is much better than most collections of this kind. But one thing annoying is textual carelessness in quoting Gray's poems. I don't mean that authors and editors get the words wrong. I mean that they don't sufficiently honor Gray's own meters. They read-not uniformly, but often enough to muddy the waters-murmuring, sufferings, Misery, and muttering as if all editions passed by Gray did not read murm'ring, suff'rings, Mis'ry, and mutt'ring. Perhaps a very minor oversight. Yet these modernizations of Gray's metrical practice tend to invite a careless view of him as some kind of nineteenthcentury or even modern sensibility. It is this view that seems to dominate the two gravely silly Marxist essays that conclude the volume, one by James Steele, one by Louis Kampf. Both apply to Gray and his contemporaries grossly anachronistic moral and political requirements, although Steele finally pays Gray the dubious compliment of adjudging him "progressive in certain respects." Kampf projects his own social and political complaints onto the tradition of "Augustan Humanism" and seems to associate modern literary-historical enthusiasm for Augustan writing with modern political reaction. It is amusing to behold Kampf discharging his paper-wads against privilege and elegance from behind the walls of one of our most exclusive and highly endowed private institutions, while those he seems to tax with ideological complicity in capitalistic selfishness and snobbery soldier on in the state universities. It is not merely unimaginative and unscholarly to demand a revolutionary understanding from those like Gray who lived before the development of a revolutionary context. It is cruel and inhumane, the in- The main vacuum in this year's batch of studies is work in Swift. The steady stream of books about Swift from the fifties and sixties has dried up, presumably because everyone is waiting for Ehrenpreis to finish his critical biography. We still need a complete and shrewd book on Swift's poems. Another need is a full critical treatment of eighteenth-century poetry, like Miner's of seventeliith-century poetry, perhaps generically considered.
In closing I must report that about one-quarter of these new books are so abominably written that reading them is actively painful. The trouble is mainly diction. The term parameters seems to have reached the end of its vogue in critical discourse, but kerygmatic is coming in. To try to interpret eighteenth-century writers, whose tradition is grounded on unequivocal syntax and absolutely accurate language, with diction like career patterns, in terms of, ongoing, prestigious, very real, mutuality, fecalization, viable, and guidelines-all quoted from these books-is to forfeit the game before even stepping onto the court.
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